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1

Safety Instructions

1.1 Classification of safety instructions
Danger
This warning informs the user of a risk that will result in death or serious injury if it is not avoided.

DANGER
Type and source of danger
Consequence
►

Remedial action

Warning
This warning informs the user of a risk that could result in death or serious injury if it is not avoided.

WARNING
Type and source of danger
Consequence
►

Remedial action

Caution
This warning informs the user of a risk that could result in injury if it is not avoided.

CAUTION
Type and source of danger
Consequence
►

Remedial action

Attention
This warning informs the user of a risk that could result in damage to property if it is not avoided.

ATTENTION
Type and source of danger
Consequence
►

30.30.01.00174/02

Remedial action
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1.2 Warnings
Explanation of the warning symbols used in the operating instructions.
Warning
symbol

Description

Warning
symbol

Description

General warning symbol

Explosive atmosphere

Electrical voltage

Flying debris

Hand injury

Crushing injury warning

Suspended load

Fall hazard

Vacuum

Hearing damage

Falling parts

Hot surfaces

1.3 Mandatory symbol
Explanation of the mandatory symbols used in the operating instructions.
Mandatory
symbol

6 | EN

Description

Mandatory
symbol

Description

Wear ear protectors

Wear protective work shoes

Wear protective gloves

Disconnect mains plug

Adhere to the operating instructions

Wear eye protection
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1.4 General safety instructions

WARNING
Ignoring the general safety guidelines
Personal injuries/damage to plants/systems
►

The operating instructions contain important information on using the system.
Each user must have read and understood the operating instructions, and retain
them for later reference.

►

The operating instructions are tailored to the scope of delivery from Probst.
They do not take into account any modifications to the system made by the
customer, which are strictly prohibited

►

The system may only be connected and operations started once the operating
instructions have been read and understood.

►

Use only the connections, mounting holes and attachment materials that have
been provided.

►

Carry out mounting or removal only when the device is in an idle, depressurized
state.

►

Only qualified specialist personnel, mechanics and electricians may perform the
installation. Qualified specialist personnel are persons who have received
technical training and have the knowledge and experience – including
knowledge of corresponding regulations – necessary to enable him or her to
recognize possible dangers and implement the appropriate safety measures
while performing tasks. The same applies to maintenance!

►

General safety regulations, European standards and VDE guidelines must be
observed and complied with.

►

Personnel and animals are not permitted to sit or stand in the danger zone
area.
The system should be used to lift and transport suitable workpieces only.

►
►

►
►

You are responsible for third parties in the working area of the system. In view
of this, responsibilities for the various tasks to be carried out on the system
must be clearly specified and adhered to. Responsibilities must be clear.
Never use the lifting device to apply suction to fluids or bulk materials.
Protect the components from damage of any kind.

WARNING
Risk of injury due to exposed vacuum suction points and compressed air
lines
This can result in serious injury.
►

30.30.01.00174/02

Never look into the openings of suction points or compressed air lines or place
your ear or other body orifices in the vicinity of these openings.
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All applicable laws and regulations must be adhered to at all times.
When using the vacuum tube lifter Jumbo, the statutory regulations, safety
regulations, standards and guidelines applicable at the location of use must be
adhered to.
Check with the competent authorities for more information.
The safety instructions in these operating instructions do not replace these laws and
regulations, but are to be regarded as a supplement to them.

1.5 Intended use
The vacuum tube lifter JUMBO is used to lift and transport objects. The loads to be lifted have to be
rigid to ensure they are not destroyed during lifting.
The permissible upper load limits are defined in section 3 (Technical Data) and must not be exceeded.
For details of the maximum permissible load, also refer to the type plate of the respective lifting device!
The vacuum tube lifter JUMBO must not be converted or modified independently. It should only be
operated in the original condition as delivered.
Using the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO for products that are not named in the order confirmation will be
considered improper or unintended use; if products that are not specified in more detail are used,
these must have the same physical properties as the products named in the order confirmation.

Avoid carrying loads at an angle!

8 | EN

Always pick up loads above the center of gravity
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The vacuum tube lifter Jumbo is state of the art and operationally reliable
provided full compliance with these instructions is assured. Incorrect handling of
the tube lifter could result in danger.

WARNING
Danger due to falling objects
Unauthorized modifications or changes to the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO will
compromise the integrity and function of the tube lifter.
There is a risk that the load or gripper may fall, crushing body parts or fatally
injuring people in the vicinity.
►

Do not make any on-site modifications to the system.

►

Use only the original connections, mounting holes and attachment materials
that have been provided.

WARNING
Danger of death from falling if used as a means of transport for humans
or animals, or as a climbing aid.
This can result in broken bones, serious injury or even death.
►

30.30.01.00174/02

Use of the jib crane as a climbing aid or to transport humans or animals is
prohibited!
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1.6 Requirements and instructions for installation, maintenance and
operating staff
The vacuum tube lifter JUMBO should only be installed and maintained by qualified specialist
personnel, mechanics, and electricians. Work on electronic equipment must be carried out by qualified
electrical specialists only.
A qualified employee is defined as an employee who has received technical training and has the
knowledge and experience – including knowledge of corresponding regulations – necessary to enable
him or her to recognize possible dangers and implement the appropriate safety measures while
performing tasks. Qualified personnel must observe the pertinent industry-specific rules and
regulations.
The user’s company must ensure by means of internal measures that all
persons commissioned with the task of setting up, starting up, operating,
maintaining and repairing the crane system at the company only employ
insured persons who:
 Are 18 years of age or older, physically and mentally capable
 Have been trained in operating and maintaining the tube lifter
 Have read and understood the operating instructions
 Who can be expected to reliably perform the tasks assigned to them.
The operating instructions must be accessible at all times.
The operator is obligated to perform a risk analysis based on the ambient
conditions at the installation location

DANGER
Electric shock resulting from incorrectly connected components
This can result in death or serious injury from electric shock and fire.
►

All work on electrical equipment must be carried out by qualified electrical
specialists only

►

Suitable fire extinguishing equipment must be on hand!

WARNING
Risk of injury due to misuse or non-observance of warning and safety
notices
Persons could be harmed
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►

The equipment must be used by trained personnel only.

►

Prevent unauthorized persons from switching the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO on
and off with a padlock on the main or motor-protection switch.
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1.7 Installation location/workplace requirements
1.7.1 Installation location requirements
The vacuum tube lifter JUMBOFLEX must not be used in potentially explosive atmospheres.

DANGER
Non explosion-proof switching components
Risk of fire and explosion.
►

Product must not be used in potentially explosive atmospheres.

The tube lifter Jumbo must not be used in areas with acidic or basic materials or in contaminated
atmospheres.
With electrical vacuum generation, the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO can be operated in rooms with an
ambient temperature of between +0°C and +40°C; with pneumatic vacuum generation, the room must
have an ambient temperature of between +0°C and +50°C.

ATTENTION
Damage to the tube lifter due to use outside of the permitted temperature
range

If the tube lifter is used outside of the permitted temperature range, it
will become damaged and fail.
►

Only use the tube lifter at the permitted ambient temperature.

►

Before operating outside of the permitted temperature range, outside of closed
rooms or in an environment with an aggressive atmosphere, consult with the
manufacturer.

It must be ensured that the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO is operated only with crane systems/hoists that
are in perfect working order and have the necessary specifications for the particular load.

DANGER
Danger due to falling objects
These can result in death or serious injury
►

30.30.01.00174/02

If loads are lifted higher than 1.8 m at their center of gravity, special additional
safeguards must be implemented in the surrounding area.
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1.7.2 Workplace requirements
The operator’s workplace is in front of the control handle. It must be ensured that the operator can
continuously monitor the entire workspace.
Provide internal instructions and conduct checks to ensure that the area around the workplace is
always clean and tidy.

ATTENTION
System failure due to small parts being sucked in
Damage to or destruction of the vacuum generator
►

Keep the location of use and vicinity of the tube lifter free of small parts.

1.8 Definition of the danger zone
The danger zone is the area in the vicinity of working equipment which poses
a hazard to the safety of persons located within it.
The danger zone of the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO (see red hatched area) is
beneath the gripper and load and also directly above the gripper and operator
handle.
When lifting or transporting the load, it is possible that the load and parts of
the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO will fall or drop quickly or that the gripper will
become detached from the load and spring upward.
In the event that the load falls, the danger zone greatly depends on the type
of load and the transport height. Loads should therefore be carried as close
to the ground as possible.

WARNING
Risk of injury from falling objects
- In the event of vacuum failure
- In the event of a collision, causing the load to break off
- In the event of component failure resulting from overload or unauthorized
modifications
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►

There is a risk that people in the vicinity could be hit, causing death or
serious injury!
No person may sit or stand in the danger zone of the system.

►

Only work when you have a good view of the entire working area.

►

Pay attention to other people in the working area.

►

Never transport the load above people.

►

The swiveling point of the load must always be located within the working area
of the jib crane.

►

Never release the control handle of the tube lifter while lifting a load.

►

The working area must be secured by the operator. The persons/equipment
necessary to secure this area must be present during the lifting/transportation
process.
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1.9 Emissions
The vacuum tube lifter JUMBO emits noise and hot exhaust air.
The vacuum generator will atomize and disperse any media that is sucked in. It is therefore important
that no polluted or contaminated ambient air (particle size max. 5 µm) is sucked in. If the ambient air is
dusty, a dust filter must be used.

CAUTION
Noise pollution from the vacuum generator
Noise pollution can cause hearing damage.
►

Wear ear protectors

CAUTION
Hot air flows from the outlet side of the blower, heating up the blower and
surrounding components
This presents a burn hazard
►

Keep your distance from the blower!

►

Observe a cooling time of 60 minutes before working on the blower.

CAUTION
Risk of eye injury
All vacuum generators generate an exhaust air flow. Depending on the purity of
the ambient air, this exhaust air can contain particles, which escape from the
exhaust air outlet at high speed, potentially injuring people in the face and eye
area.
►

Do not look into the exhaust air flow.

►

Wear protective glasses.

1.10Personal protective equipment
When operating the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO, always wear suitable protective equipment:






Safety shoes (in accordance with EN 20345 safety class S1 or better)
Sturdy work gloves (in accordance with EN 388 safety category 2133 or better)
Industrial safety helmet (in accordance with EN 397)
Protective glasses (class F)
Other protective equipment as required by the situation or prescribed by national regulations.

30.30.01.00174/02
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2

Product Description

2.1 Components of the vacuum tube lifter Jumbo
The vacuum tube lifter JUMBO consists primarily of the following components:

1/7

1/9
2
3

10

8

4

5
6

Item

Name

Item

Name

1

Vacuum generator / depending on

6

Suction pad

equipment

2

Suspension eye

7

Ejector

3

Rotary union

8

Pressure reduction valve

4

Lifting unit

9

Pump

Operator handle

10

Motor protection switch

5

The components of the system may not be opened or modified for the entire
warranty period. Opening the components, or making modifications or mechanical
changes to the components, voids the warranty.

14 | EN
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2.2 Type plate
The device type, device number and year of manufacture are specified on the type
plate. This information is important for identifying the device and must always be
specified when ordering replacement parts, making warranty claims or other
inquiries about the device.
The type plate is firmly attached to the exterior of the tube lifter.

The type plate contains the following information:

Type
Article Number
Order Number
Construction Year
Carrying Capacity
Dead Weight

30.30.01.00174/02
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2.3 Operator handles (BE)
The operator handle is used to control the lifting and lowering of the vacuum tube lifter Jumbo as well
as the gripping and releasing of the load, which is achieved by changing the vacuum in the lift tube.

h

g

g
f

f

e

e

d

d

c

a

b

a

c
b

Operator handle Jumbo Flex 20/35

Operator handle Jumbo Flex 50

Item

Name

Item

Name

a

Suction pad

e

Control button

b

Quick-change adapter

f

Suspension height adjustment (without load)

c

Rotation unit catch

g

Lifting unit with protective tube

d

Swiveling unit

h

Dust filter (Flex 20/35 only)

2.4 Lift tube
The lift tube transfers the vacuum to the suction pad, creating the lifting force for the vacuum tube lifter
JUMBO.

2.5 Vacuum Generators
Two different versions of the vacuum generator are available:
 Vacuum generator with an electrically operated vacuum pump (item 9/10)
 Vacuum generator with an ejector operated using compressed air (item 7/8) (not Flex 50)
The body of the vacuum generator must not be opened during the warranty period.
If the vacuum generator is opened, the warranty becomes void.
For more information, see the separate operating instructions supplied with the vacuum generator.
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2.5.1 Compressed air deactivation when using an ejector:
The diagram opposite shows compressed air being turned off on
SEM 100/SEM 150 (here with ball valve closed).
Compressed air is turned off by means of the activation cable
attached to the side of the ejector. The activation cable is approx.
0.9 m in length. The two balls located on the activation cable
(black and red) are used to open and close the valve.
To open the valve, pull on the black ball. To close it again, pull on
the red ball.
Compressed air should be switched off at the pressure-reduction
valve (item 8) at end of the shift.

Lever

Activation cable
Black ball-shaped
button
(compressed air on)
Red ball-shaped
button
(compressed air off)

2.6 Rotary union
The rotary union connects the vacuum supply hose (from the vacuum
generator ) with the lift tube of the vacuum tube lifter. At the same
time, the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO is connected to the crane system
by the suspension eye on the rotary union.
The connection between the lift tube and rotary union is infinitely
rotatable to enable the tube lifter to be continuously rotated.
The rotary union contains the tube lifter safety valve, which causes the
tube lifter to be lowered slowly in the event of a vacuum supply failure.
The vacuum tube lifter JUMBO must only be attached to the rotary
union via the eyelet!

2.7 Supply hose/compressed air hose
The supply hose transfers the vacuum generated by the vacuum pump to the rotary union of the tube
lifter.
The necessary compressed air is supplied to the ejector via the compressed air hose.
The length of the supply hose is adapted to the application, but must not exceed
50 m as otherwise the correct function of the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO would no
longer be guaranteed.

30.30.01.00174/02
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2.8 Load-bearing devices/suction pads
Different standard suction pads are available for the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO. There are also a large
number of suction pads and mechanical grippers for individual applications. Probst also develops
customer-specific grippers for special applications; please contact our Technical Sales service for
further information.
The suction sealing lips or sealing foams are made from a robust material and, like all sealings, are
subject to wear. To prolong the life of the sealing elements, make sure the sealings are attached
properly and not subjected to lateral loads. Check the resistance of foams and sealing lips to
prevailing environmental conditions, such as ozone, acid, oil, grease, solvents etc.
Sealing lips can become aged and brittle due to a variety of environmental conditions. To ensure that
the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO remains in an optimum condition at all times, it is important to check and,
if necessary, replace the suction sealing lips at regular intervals (see service table 9.3).
Double suction pad

Multi-suction pad

18 | EN

Round suction pad

Sack gripper

Quadruple suction pad
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2.9 Mechanical grippers
Different standard grippers (mechanical) are available for the vacuum tube lifter JUMBOFLEX. There
are also a large number of mechanical grippers for individual applications.
The workpieces are gripped mechanically.
Sack gripper

Box gripper

2-in-1 gripper

Shaft gripper for small load
carriers

Fork gripper for small load
carriers

Suspension hooks

For more information, see the separate operating instructions supplied with the gripper.

2.10Accessories
2.10.1 Dust filter (STF)
We strongly recommend that a dust filter be built into the vacuum line
in order to protect the blower from all types of contamination (ambient
dust, soiled transport materials etc.). The use of a dust filter prior to
vacuum generation is mandatory if the transport materials or the
environmental conditions are dusty.
See section 5.3 (Installing the dust filter) for installation instructions.

If no dust filter has been installed, the warranty shall become void if the system
fails due to the ingress of a foreign body in the blower.

30.30.01.00174/02
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2.10.2 Motor-protection switch (MSS)
The motor-protection switch is used to switch the electrical vacuum
generation on and off and provides overvoltage protection. It can be
integrated into the Probst crane column without the need for
complicated wiring and can be optionally locked.

2.10.3 Pressure-reduction valve with shut-off valve
The pressure-reduction valve is used to set optimum operating
pressure for the ejector. It also has a shut-off valve for switching the
customer-supplied compressed air off manually.

To set the optimum operating pressure, lift up the black cap and rotate in the
“plus(+) or “minus” (-) direction to increase or reduce the pressure

2.10.4 Radio remote control (SRC)
The radio remote control (SRC) can be used to switch the lifting
device’s pump on and off at the control handle. This feature is
integrated into the control handle.
The power for switching the vacuum pump of the vacuum tube lifter
JUMBOFLEX on and off is generated by an induction generator.
This is not possible with pneumatic vacuum generation.
Retrofitting radio remote control requires replacement of the
entire operator handle.
For more information, see the separate operating instructions supplied
(radio remote control SRC).

2.10.5 Blower console
The blower console is used for the horizontal attachment of the blower
and silencer box to crane columns or hall struts.

20 | EN
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2.10.6 Blower Box (SBB)
The Blower Box surrounds the vacuum pump and uses
sound-dampening material to reduce the noise level to approx. 65 db
(A).
The silencer box SBB also protects the blower from exterior soiling.

ATTENTION
Overheating risk
If there is an insufficient supply of fresh air, the blower will overheat and
become damaged.
►

Only use the blower or silencer box (SBB) without additional cooling up to an
ambient temperature of max. 40°C.

►

It is important to ensure that the side opening has an unobstructed supply of
fresh air (motor intake air).
Recommended distance: 20 cm in all directions.

2.10.7 Storage rack
Using the storage rack for the vacuum tube lifter JUMBOFLEX, you can
safely deposit the tube lifter and protect the suction pads of the tube
lifter when doing so.

2.10.8 Crane suspension
The crane suspension for the tube lifter can be adjusted for all lift
capacity ranges. It allows you to suspend the tube lifter at exactly the
height required.

2.10.9 Vacuum regulation valve (VRV)
Secondary air can be introduced into the system using the vacuum
regulation valve, which lets you adjust the dynamic properties of the
tube lifter.

30.30.01.00174/02
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3

Technical Data

Max. lift capacity

FLEX 20

FLEX 35

FLEX 50

20 kg

35 kg

50 kg

Temperature range

0 - 40 °C

Max. lifting distance

1500 / 1800 mm

Max. lift speed
Ejector vacuum generation
Pump vacuum generation
(working vacuum max.
600 mbar)

1 m/s*
SEM100-JU

SEM150-JU

-

EVE 25 D

EVE 50 D

EVE 40 D

EVE 80 D

EVE 50 D
* Max. lift speed depends on the weight of the workpiece
More detailed information about the vacuum pump is provided in the pump operating instructions
(included in appendix).
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4 Delivery, Packaging and Transport
4.1 Delivery
4.1.1 Scope of delivery
Refer to the order confirmation for specific details about the scope of delivery. The weights and
dimensions will be listed in the delivery notes.
The operating instructions are an integral part of the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO and
must accompany the device whenever it moves to a new location.

4.1.2 Checking for completeness
Check the entire delivery against the delivery notes supplied to make sure nothing is missing.

4.1.3 Reporting damage
Following delivery of the shipment, damage caused by defective packaging or in transit must be
reported immediately to the carrier and Probst GmbH.

4.2 Packaging
The vacuum tube lifter JUMBO is transported in a cardboard box or
wooden crate.

The packaging material must be disposed of in accordance with country-specific
laws and guidelines. Labeled transport aids and safety mechanisms must be
removed.

4.3 Transport

WARNING
Risk of injury due to improper transportation and unloading
This can result in personal injury or material damage.

30.30.01.00174/02

►

Unloading and transport must only be carried out by trained forklift truck drivers
who have also completed all the necessary safety training

►
►

Hoists and slings must have the necessary specifications for the particular
load.
Transport materials must be secured in accordance with country-specific
regulations (BAG guidelines in Germany).

►

Personal protective equipment
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4.4 Removing the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO from the transportation box
Open the transportation box with care!
If using knives or blades to open the packaging, take care not to
damage any of the components.
Start by opening the top cover to accurately assess the position of the
vacuum tube lifter JUMBO. Now carefully remove the individual
components, such as the operator handle, supply hose, blower etc.

CAUTION
Heavy components in the transportation box
When opening the transportation box, parts can splinter or fall. This can cause
crushing wounds and lacerations.
►

Wear protective footwear (S1),
Work gloves (safety category 2133)

ATTENTION
Improper removal of system from the transportation box
System damage
►

Do not apply force

►

Observe the instructions for removing the system from the transportation box

When unpacking the lift tube, observe the affixed warning
notice!
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5

Installation
Please read section 1.6 (Requirements & instructions for installation,
maintenance and operating staff) before starting installation.

5.1 Connecting the vacuum tube lifter Jumbo, attaching the hoses
Procedure:
1. Lay out the compressed air hose/vacuum supply hose with a
diameter of 500 mm.
2. Attach first suspension band in a loop about 1.2 m from end
hose
3. Attach remaining bands after each complete circle of hose
coil
4. Insert carrier unit for supply hose in crane rail
5. Fit snap hook in carrier unit or securing clamp.
6. Insert the carrier unit for vacuum tube lifter
JUMBOFLEX into the crane jib.
7. Attach end buffer to end of crane jib.
8. Mount vacuum tube lifter JUMBOFLEX with rotary
union in the carrier unit and secure using the
retaining split pin.
9. Connect supply hose to the rotary union connection
tube and secure using hose clamp.

of

WARNING
Risk of load breaking off due to incorrect mounting
Falling parts could hit people in the vicinity, causing death or serious injury!
►

The vacuum tube lifter Jumbo must be attached to the suspension eye of the
rotary union!

ATTENTION
Damage to the supply hose or compressed air hose due to incorrect
mounting
Hose lines become damaged eventually resulting in system failure.
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►

The supply hose or compressed air hose must hang freely. It must not touch,
rub against or get caught up in other parts, or it can prematurely wear or tear.

►

When attaching the hose lines, make sure they remain in a coil (ø at least
500 mm).
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When routing the supply hose along a crane column, ceiling, wall or floor, note
that the vacuum hose can contract by up to 15% when the vacuum is applied. It
must therefore be laid loosely with length compensation. Longer, straight line
stretches can also be bridged with plastic pipes. The total length should not
exceed 50 m. Long supply hoses reduce the carrying capacity and the dynamics
of the tube lifter.

5.2 Mounting the suction pad
Position the grip (2) in the center of the gripper (1).
Pull the bracket (3) and rotate the grip (2) clockwise until it stops;
release the bracket (3).
The latching bolt (4) must engage so that the connection disc cannot
be twisted. out of position on the suction pad.
2
4
3
1
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5.3 Installing the vacuum generator
Make sure that no dirt particles enter the suction or compressed air line during
mounting.

5.3.1 Vacuum pump
Install the vacuum pump as described in the separate operating instructions. To ensure safe
installation (with cranes), we recommend that you use a console for electrical vacuum
generators.
Position the motor-protection switch so that it can be easily reached in order to switch the unit on and
off (it may be installed in the crane column).
After installation is completed, the system must be checked for leaks
(see chapter on maintenance).
Procedure:
1. Establish the electrical connection of the pump according to VDE guidelines.
2. Observe the voltage specified on the type plate of the pump.
3. Make sure to install a disconnecting switch and the appropriate fuse.

ATTENTION
Incorrectly connected operating voltage
Material damage to the blower
►

Only operate the blower with the operating voltages specified in the operating
instructions supplied (for the blower).

Before the start of operations, it is crucial to check that the rotational direction of
the blower corresponds to the direction stated in the separate operating
instructions for the blower.

5.3.1.1 Checking the direction of rotation
Only applies to model with electrical vacuum generation – check the direction of rotation of the
motor as follows:
1. Switch on the pump.
2. Watch the motor’s fan blade. It must turn in the direction shown by the arrow on the motor housing.
3. The device is delivered with a clockwise rotation field. If the direction of rotation is incorrect, switch
it off immediately and reverse the connection in the supply line. Check the direction of rotation once
again.

30.30.01.00174/02
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5.3.1.2 Additional dust filter
Install the additional filter in the vacuum connection of the pump using the
attachment parts. Screw the hose nozzle (with sealing) for the hose connection to
the dust filter.

EVE 40

5.3.1.3

EVE 50

EVE 80

Vacuum regulation valve

The dynamics of the vacuum tube lifter JUMBOFLEX can be set by
installing a vacuum regulation valve (VRV).

5.3.2 Ejector
Install the ejector as per the diagram (JUMBOFLEX 20/35).
Retrofitting an electrical pump onto a pneumatic ejector:
Remove the hose nozzle and the suspension eye on the rotary union.
Screw the suction side of the ejector at the top, with the mounting
plate and handle, into the rotary union (with sealing). Attach the
pressure-limiting valve (PLV) on the side connection. Secure the
compressed air supply hose to the hose nozzle on the ejector using
the hose clamp provided.
Make sure that the pressure generated is consistent with the
requirements of the ejector (for air volume and operating pressure,
see the documentation for the vacuum generator).
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5.4 Shortening the lift tube
The lift tube can easily be shortened at the location of use The lift tube must be shortened due to low
ceiling heights or when using different grippers. The length of the lift tube has to be adjusted so that
the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO cannot apply suction to the floor, but is able to safely deposit the load on
the floor at any time.
Tools required:
 Knife
 Bolt cutter
 Insulating tape (approx. 30 mm wide, not permeable to air)
 Size 13 open-ended wrench
 Multipurpose grease

Procedure for shortening the lift tube:
Tube lifter must be suspended (Figure 1)
 Remove the adhesive tape from the lift tube.
 Twist the lift tube off of the tube holder.
 Cut the lift tube at the desired position using a box
cutter; cut off the wire spiral using the bolt cutter.
 To facilitate the mounting of the lift tube, spread the
multipurpose grease on the inside of the operator
handle (Figure 2).
 Twist the lift tube completely onto the winding of the
operator handle. Twist on the lift tube until it
completely covers the threads of the operator
handle (Figure 3, 4)
 Wrap the lift tube using adhesive tape (Coroplast)
so that the cover of the operator handle is sealed
(wrap adhesive tape around the entire lift tube
approx. 2x) (Figure 5)

Figure 1
Figure 2

Figure 3
Figure 4

Figure 5

Due to the lift tube reinforcement on the underside of the lift tube, the lift tube
may only be shortened at the rotary union (top).

Tube lifter stroke = approx. 0.7 x length of the lift tube (unloaded). The tube lifter
must be disconnected before the lift tube can be shortened at the rotary union.
Attention: When the lift tube is shortened, the lifting distance is also shortened.

30.30.01.00174/02
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Minimum distance to the
floor 10 cm

ATTENTION
Entire system damage
The suction pad must never apply suction to the floor/supporting surface as
this will cause damage to load-bearing parts of the entire system.
►

A minimum distance of approx. 10 cm must be maintained between the suction
pad and the supporting surface.

►

Shorten the lift tube!

5.5 Test
Installation of the vacuum tube lifter Jumbo is complete following 3-4 successful
test runs using a workpiece. The checks required in Europe before initial use in
accordance with EN 14238 are covered by a type test.
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6 Operation
The following operating steps must be checked by a qualified electrician before
the initial start of operations and section 1.6 (Requirements and instructions for
installation, maintenance and operating staff) must be read.

Tip: Switching off the blower during break times (by pressing the SRC radio
remote control) can reduce power consumption by up to 40%.

6.1 General safety instructions regarding operation

WARNING
Non-observance of the general safety instructions regarding normal
operation
This can result in personal injury or material damage.
►

The system must only be operated by trained personnel who have read and
understood the operating instructions.

►

The operator must not leave the vacuum tube lifter Jumbo when a load is
attached.

►

Wear ear protectors to prevent hearing damage.

WARNING
Risk of injury due to high vacuum and flow rate
Hair, skin, body parts and items of clothing can be sucked in.
►

Closely fitting clothing and a hairnet must be worn.

►

Do not look into the opening of the suction connection.

►

Do not reach into the opening of the suction connection.

►

Do not position in the vicinity of body orifices.

WARNING
Risk of injury due to falling parts and uncontrolled gripper movements
If the tube lifter’s maximum load is exceeded, parts can break off and fall while
the tube lifter rises rapidly in an uncontrolled manner. People could be hit and
injured.
►
►

30.30.01.00174/02

The operator must never use his or her physical strength to support the lifting
process.
Observe the tube lifter’s lift capacity range.
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WARNING
Danger due to falling objects
- In the event of vacuum failure
- In the event of a collision, causing the load to break off
- In the event of component failure resulting from overload or
unauthorized modifications
There is a risk that people in the vicinity could be hit, causing death or serious
injury!
►

No person may sit or stand in the danger zone of the load.

►

Suitable protective equipment must be worn prior to transport.

►

Do not work unless you have a clear view of the entire working area.

►

Pay attention to other people in the working area.

►

Never release the control handle of the vacuum tube lifter Jumbo while lifting a
load.

►

Never lift loads at an angle and never drag or pull them.

►

Only pick up and lift suitable loads (test their intrinsic stability and porosity).

►

The working area must be secured by the user/operator. The
persons/equipment necessary to secure this area must be present during the
lifting/transportation process.

►

The maximum load must not be exceeded.

►

Do not set down any parts on the vacuum tube lifter Jumbo as they will fall off
when working with the vacuum tube lifter Jumbo.

CAUTION
Uncontrolled gripper movements
Risk of injury from the gripper jolting upward when the device is switched on or
the load becomes accidentally detached or dropped.
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►

Never bend over the device.

►

Keep your distance from the device (with arms extended).

►

Do not use the vacuum tube lifter to free stuck loads!

►

The gripper must not rest on a workpiece prior to activation!

►

Always grip loads at their center of gravity!

►

Before switching on the device, move the control handle/lever to the “lower”
position.
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6.2 What to do in an emergency
The following cases constitute an emergency:
 Vacuum supply failure (e.g. power failure  vacuum generation switches off)
 Leakage (e.g.: detached hose)
 Forces arising during a collision
The four-step emergency action plan:
1. If the vacuum supply fails, immediately release the control lever, thus setting it to the “Lift”
position, so that the load does not fall. The residual vacuum allows the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO
and load to be lowered slowly.
2. Set down the load in as controlled a manner as possible.
3. The operator must sound the alarm immediately in the event of danger.
4. All persons must leave the danger zone immediately.

WARNING
Risk of injury due to lowering of the tube lifter in the event of a power
failure or vacuum generator failure
This can result in a crushing injury.
►

If the vacuum in the lift tube collapses, move the control handle/lever to the lift
position, immediately if possible, to cause the non-return valve to lower the
tube lifter and the load slowly.

►

Stay clear of the danger zone at all times.

►

If possible, set down the load safely.

6.3 Description of operation
The vacuum tube lifter JUMBOFLEX is used for fast and frequent lifting and moving of workpieces
weighing up to 20, 35, or 50kg (observe lift capacity range).
The vacuum generator generates the vacuum, which is then directed to the suction pads via the
supply hose and lift tube. The vacuum keeps the workpiece attached to the suction pad. Controlled
leakage of the vacuum in the lift tube is used for lifting and lowering.

30.30.01.00174/02
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6.4 Switching the device on and off

WARNING
Risk of injury due to uncontrolled gripper movements
If the suction pad is touching the floor or hanging in its storage rack
upon activation, the pad can adhere to the floor or become trapped in
the storage rack. The tube lifter may release in an uncontrolled manner
and spring upwards or the lift tube may implode.
►

The tube lifter must hang freely but must not be able to adhere to any
surface.

►

It must not be in its storage rack.

6.4.1 With electrical vacuum generation
1.
2.

Switch the pump motor-protection switch on/off.
Using the optional radio remote control SRC, press the power switch on the operating element
down fully to switch the vacuum generator on or off.

6.4.2 With pneumatic vacuum generation
Switch the compressed air supply on and off using the ball valve on
the ejector. (See section 2.5.1)
No radio remote control SRC is available for pneumatic vacuum
generation.
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6.5 Setting the dynamics of the tube lifter
The dynamics of the tube lifter Jumbo can be set with the vacuum regulation valve (VRV). Secondary
air can be introduced into the system by opening the VRV. This reduces the speed of the tube lifter's
upward movement.
Opening the VRV throttles the flow rate in the tube lifter. If the flow rate is reduced too much, it will
become difficult to lift porous loads.

CAUTION
Danger due to unpredictable gripper behavior
Adjusting the VRV alters the behavior of the tube lifter. The tube lifter
can spring upwards when applying suction or may no longer be able to
hold the load securely; people may be hit and could injure themselves.
►

Check settings before operation.

►

Avoid unintentional adjustments.

6.6 Integrated quick-change adapter – replacing the suction pads
The quick-change adapter is integrated in the vacuum tube lifter
JUMBOFLEX as standard. Depending on the task to be performed, different
types of suction pads (1) may be required. These can simply be replaced
on the vacuum connection (2).

2

When replacing the suction pads, make sure that the pads are secure
and that the safety lever (3) locks into position.

1

The safety lever (3) is identified with a symbol.

3

CAUTION
Risk of injury! If the suction pad is not securely attached to the
operator handle, it can become detached during operation and
fall.
Falling parts can hit people, crushing limbs or otherwise causing injury.
►

30.30.01.00174/02

Rotate the suction pad in direction A (counter clockwise). The latching
bolt must lock into place!
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6.7 Setting the hovering position
The working height of the operator handle – without load – can be
adjusted to a more ergonomic height as desired. The working height is
adjusted by rotating the knurled nuts (2) – this adjusts the idle position
of the valve.
Rotate anti-clockwise:
Rotate clockwise:

Flex 20/35

JUMBO lowers
 JUMBO rises

2
1

Flex 50
Turning the knurled nut (2) clockwise also reduces the flow rate to the suction
pads. If the flow rate is reduced too much, it will become difficult to lift porous
loads. The adjustment range of the hovering position depends on the vacuum
pump employed.

6.8 Raising, lowering and depositing loads
Always carry the load in front of you, ensure you have a clear path, and avoid any trip hazards.
Always transport loads as close to the ground as possible and adapt the transport speed to the
working conditions.
The hovering position without load must be set before start of operations (see section 6.6 “Setting the
hovering position”).
The lifting operation is controlled using the actuating lever (1/2), which has 2 pressure points.
1. Lowering the load
2. Releasing & removing/ejecting the load
Pressing the actuating lever (1) towards the device opens the air escape
valve and the JUMBO is lowered.
When the actuating lever (1) is released, the device returns to its initial
position and the tube lifter returns to the suspension position. The initial
position is always at the top.
The device can be lowered below the set hovering position by pressing
down lightly on the actuating lever (1) with your index finger until the
pressure point (1/2) is reached.
Pressing down on the lever up to the pressure point (1/2) actuates the lift
tube’s lifting stroke.
Pressing beyond the pressure point (1/2), deposits/releases the load.
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6.8.1 Lifting loads
1. Position the suction pad directly above the load. Do not lift the load
at an angle.
2. Press the actuating lever (1/2) – put the actuating lever into the
“Lower” position. The vacuum lifting tube of the device relaxes and
the tube lifter is lowered.
3. Lower the suction pad onto the load. Ensure that the load is
distributed evenly.
4. Slowly release the actuating lever (1/2). The load is picked up and
begins to rise from the ground. Always maintain contact with the
operating element or push-button.
5. The load reaches its highest point when the button has been
released completely.

1/2

6.8.2 Lowering and setting down loads
1. Move the load to the desired location.
2. Slowly press the actuating lever (1/2) and move it into the “Lower”
(1) position. The lift tube of the device relaxes and the suction pad
lowers together with load.
3. When the load has reached the place where you wish to deposit it
and is positioned securely, press the push-button (1/2) past the
first pressure point until it locks into the “Lower” (2) position. The
suction pad can now be released from the load.

1/2

1.

2.

WARNING
Risk of injury from falling load
If the actuating lever of the vacuum tube lifter JumboFlex is pressed
down abruptly to the limit stop, the load and operator handle will drop
suddenly since the vacuum has been completely removed.
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►

Never press the actuating lever abruptly down to the limit stop.

►

Always press the actuating lever slowly and carefully to allow time to
react to the response from the vacuum tube lifter Jumbo.
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6.8.3 Picking up vertically and depositing horizontally
1. The 90° swiveling unit is designed for handling loads, picking up
vertically and depositing horizontally.
2. Pick up the workpiece in the center or at the top so that the load
swivels slowly to a horizontal position.

CAUTION
Risk of injury when swiveling the rotation unit
When the rotation unit is swiveled by 90°, there is a risk of fingers
becoming pinched in the shaft of the joint.
►

Always keep one hand on the operator handle.

►

Use the other hand to support the swiveling process (position your
hand on the side of the workpiece).

6.9 Continuous rotatability
The vacuum tube lifter JUMBOFLEX can be rotated continuously on the rotation unit (suspension point).
Workpieces that have been picked up can also be rotated continuously below the operating element or
locked in position at 90° intervals.

6.10Parking the vacuum tube lifter Jumbo
It is possible to park the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO for a brief period of time.
Procedure:
1. Stop the vacuum blower or ejector.
2. Leave the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO hanging on the crane system or position it in a holding device.
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6.11Quick reference guide
Included in the scope of delivery is a multilingual quick reference guide, which can be attached to the
device and provides the operator with an overview of the many integrated functions of the JumboFlex
tube lifter right at the machine.

The quick reference guide has been designed
in a size that is easy to see and read and can
be quickly affixed to the Probst crane column,
for example.

Quick and precise description of the functions of the
JumboFlex tube lifter for the operator (multilingual)

30.30.01.00174/01
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7

Storage of the vacuum tube lifter Jumbo

If the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO is not to be used for a prolonged period, it must be stored correctly to
protect it from damage.
Options for correct storage:
 Leave the lift tube attached to the operator handle.
 Use the optional retaining net to compress the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO and protect it from
damage.
 Suspend the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO and store the lift tube with the operator handle. Take care
not to damage the lift tube in any way when doing this.
 The suction pad must be detached and stored separately.

ATTENTION
Suction pad damage
Suction pads become deformed, age prematurely and fall out.
►

Store the suction pads in accordance with the storage recommendations for
elastomer parts.

Recommended storage for elastomer parts

The effects of ozone, light (especially UV), heat, oxygen, humidity as well as mechanical influences
can reduce the service life of rubber products. Rubber parts should therefore be stored in a cool place
(0 °C to + 15 °C, max. 25 °C) that is dark, dry, low in dust and offers protection from the weather,
ozone and drafts. They should also be free of tension (e.g. stacked appropriately to avoid
deformation).
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8 Troubleshooting
The vacuum tube lifter JUMBO must only be installed and maintained by qualified specialist personnel,
mechanics and electricians. Work on electrical equipment must be carried out by qualified electrical
specialists only.
After repair and maintenance work, always check the safety features as
described in section 9.2 “Check safety features”.
If the load cannot be lifted, work through the following list to identify and rectify the problem.
Problem
Pump rotation direction
reversed
Pump does not run

Preventive measures
Solution
- Use equipment to measure
Reverse the polarity of the pump
phases
the rotating field
- Use an automatic phase
sequence indicator
Check the electrical connection:
- Check the power supply line
- Check for voltage on all phases

Required vacuum not attained

Vacuum tube lifter JUMBO with
pump:

Vacuum tube lifter JUMBO with
pump:

- Examine the supply hose and - Increase filter maintenance
tube lifter for cracks

- Check gripping mechanism
- Clean dust filter cartridge and

interval (see section 9.7)

- Consult with the
manufacturer

filter of the operator handle
(for Flex 20/35) and pump or
replace if necessary

- Check pump for faults. See
separate pump instructions

Vacuum tube lifter JUMBO with
ejector:

Vacuum tube lifter JUMBO with
ejector:

- Examine the compressed air

- Increase filter maintenance

- Check gripping mechanism
- Clean or replace the filter of

- Increase maintenance

hose and tube lifter for cracks

the operator handle (for Flex
20/35)

interval (see section 9.7)

interval for the filter in the
ejector

- Clean the silencer of the
vacuum generator

The load is too porous or nonrigid

- The load cannot be lifted; use

The load is too heavy

- Decrease the load, use a

30.30.01.00174/02

a different suction pad for
non-rigid parts
different lifting device

- Ensure that the workpiece to
be lifted does not exceed
the maximum load
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Problem
Supply hose is damaged

Compressed air hose is
damaged

No compressed air supply

Solution

- Install a new hose or cut out

the damaged section and
connect the remaining sectionsusing tube nipples and hose
clamps

- Fit new hose.

Preventive measures
Eliminate interference
contours (see section 1.7)
Correct the routing
(see section 5.1)

-

Eliminate interference
contours (see section 1.7)

-

Correct the routing
(see section 5.1)

-

Do not move to the end stop -> set hovering position (see
section 6.6)

-

Do not lift the vacuum tube
lifter JUMBO at an angle (see
section 1.5)

-

Increase maintenance interval
for filter in operator handle
(see section 9.7)

- Check the supply line from the
customer-provided
compressed air generator

Pressure in compressed air line too low
Lift tube is damaged
-

Suction pad connection has a
leak

-

Adjust pressure to 4 to 6 bar
Install a new lift tube

- Check the sealing rubber on

the hose cylinder and replace if
necessary

The hose on the suction pad is damaged (double and
quadruple suction gripper)
The load falls when lowering
-

Check hose, replace if
necessary

Consult with the manufacturer -

Consult with the manufacturer

Vacuum is attained but the
JUMBO cannot lift porous loads
While the vacuum tube lifter
JUMBO is in use, the operator
handle of the tube lifter remains
in the upper block position
without load and cannot be
lowered or can only be lowered slowly by pressing the actuating
lever.

Consult with the manufacturer -

Consult with the manufacturer

The vacuum pump cannot be
switched on or off using the radio
remote control (optional)

Check the adjustment wheel
for the hovering position
without load (rotate right to
lower the hovering position)
Clean or replace the dust filter
fleece of the operator handle
(for Flex 20/35)

-

Eliminate interference
contours (see section 1.7)

- Set the hovering position (see
section 6.6)

- Increase maintenance interval
for filter in operator handle
(see section 9.7)

Check the motor-protection
switch or fuses in the control
box of the radio remote control

- Contact your system
consultant

Workpiece cannot be released
from the gripper
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- Clean or replace the dust filter - Increase maintenance interval
cartridge and filter at the
operator handle to permit
reliable venting

for filter in operator handle
(see section 9.7)
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9 Maintenance
9.1 General notes
Please read section 1.6 (Requirements & instructions for installation,
maintenance and operating staff) before starting maintenance.

WARNING
Risk of injury due to system maintenance by untrained personnel
This can result in serious injury.
►

The system must only be maintained by trained personnel who have read and
understood the operating instructions.

WARNING
Risk of injury from worn, unmaintained parts
Worn and unmaintained parts can cause damage, resulting in failure of the
vacuum tube lifter and potentially causing severe injury.
►

Observe the operating, maintenance and servicing requirements specified in
these operating instructions.

9.2 Checking safety features
A non-return valve is built into the rotary union of the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO.
This prevents the working vacuum from falling too quickly in the event of a power failure.
Check this non-return valve at the start of every shift (if the unit is not operated continuously) or once a
week (if operated continuously). Be sure to remain outside of the danger zone during the check.
Rectify any faults before starting operations with the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO. If faults occur during
operation, switch off the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO immediately and rectify the faults.

Daily

Safety features

Is the non-return valve leaking?

X

Interval

Weekly Monthly

X

Every
six
months

Annual
check

X

Procedure:
1. Switch on the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO.
2. Raise the load and do not press the actuating lever, thus setting it to the "Lift" position.
3. Switch off the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO. The vacuum tube lifter JUMBO should lower slowly, the
load cannot be released until it is close to the ground and must not fall suddenly.
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9.3 Service table
This maintenance interval overview applies for one-shift operation. The inspection intervals may have
to be shortened in the case of higher loads.

Interval

Daily

Weekly Monthly

Vacuum generation
Checking the carbon vane and the integrated filter?
If additional filter is present, has it been cleaned?
Is the electrical installation OK? Are cable screw
unions secure?
Is the supply hose in good condition (not brittle,
not kinked, no worn sections, i.e. not leaking)?
Does the hose need to be untwisted?

Every
six
months

Annual
check

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Vacuum tube lifter Jumbo

Is the lift tube in good condition (not porous,
no worn sections, no holes, i.e. not leaking)?
Is
the
lift
tube
attached
properly?
(correct position, correctly sealed)
Can the rotary union be moved easily?
Are all connections (hose clamps, etc.) secure?
Are the type plate and maximum load plate still
attached to the device?
Are the operating instructions still present and
are workers familiar with them?
Is the latching bolt secure?
Check all load-bearing parts (e.g. suspension of the
Jumbo) for deformation, wear, rust or other damage.
Check whether the filter is soiled

X
X

X

X

Grippers

Is the seal of the tube holder/gripper OK?
Does the suction pad still fit tightly; is it working
properly?
Are the sealing lips even? Replace as needed
Is the filter fleece in the suction pad clean?

Function

Can the device be easily raised and lowered when
not carrying a vacuum-gripped load?
Can the hovering position be set easily when the
device is carrying a load? (by turning the adjusting
screw on the operator handle)
Does the non-return valve work when there is a
power failure?
Is the UVV (German Accident Prevention
Regulations) test label current?
General condition of the device
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X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
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9.4 Cleaning
Use cleaning solvents to clean the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO (not petroleum ether or corrosive liquids;
the use of petroleum ether or corrosive liquids could cause leaks in the supply hose or lift tube). The
suction plates can be cleaned using soap and warm water; do not use cleaning solvents on the
suction sealing lips!

9.5 Vacuum pump
Only for versions with electrical vacuum generator:
See enclosed pump operating instructions

9.6 Ejector
Only for versions with pneumatic vacuum generator:
See enclosed pump operating instructions

9.7 Vacuum filter for JumboFlex 20/35
9.7.1 Filter in the operator handle
An additional dust filter is built into the operator handle. It can be changed or cleaned
without the use of tools. Check, clean and, if necessary, replace the filter at
least once a month. The filter must be cleaned and maintained regularly to
guarantee that the tube lifter operates correctly.

WARNING
Risk of injury from falling workpieces
If the filter screen in the suction pad is not cleaned regularly, the
negative pressure at the suction pad is reduced and the load will fall.
►

Clean the filter screen at least once per week in order to ensure the
safety of the device (see service table).

The operator handle filters can be replaced without tools.
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9.7.2 Filter in the vacuum pump
Refer to the enclosed pump operating instructions (see Appendix).

9.7.3 Filter on vacuum pump (optional dust filter)
Check the filters at least once a week and blow the filter cartridge clear (from the inside to the
outside). Replace the filter cartridge if it is very dirty.
If the device is to be used in an extremely dirty environment, clean the filter daily.
When removing the filter cartridge, ensure that no dust enters the lines. Ensure that the
filter is installed correctly!

9.7.4 Filter in suction pad
Check the filter at least once a week and clean as necessary (e.g. sack gripper).

9.8 Expert approval
Please observe the national accident prevention laws and regulations.
Make sure that inspections and tests are arranged for the required times and never operate equipment
if it does not have the relevant official approval documents.
Within Germany, accident prevention regulations require the crane system and
vacuum tube lifter JUMBO to be tested once a year by an expert.
As a special service within Germany, Probst GmbH offers an inspection
contract for an annual test with a certificate from an expert.
Within Germany:
Please refer to the test seal affixed to the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO in this regard
(see right).
We would be happy to provide you with a quotation for this service.
Give us a call: Tel.: +49 (0)7443 / -2403-0
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10 Decommissioning and disposal
10.1Decommissioning
The vacuum tube lifter JUMBO may only be decommissioned by qualified specialist personnel.
The customer is responsible for disconnecting the lifting device from the lifting equipment used.
Procedure:
1. Switch off the vacuum supply, depressurizing the compressed air line if applicable, and secure to
prevent it being switched back on.
2. The suction pad must be set down safely before it can be disassembled for safe storage (see
section 6.9.4/6.9.5 Replacing the suction pads).
3. Detach the vacuum hose from the rotary union. To do this, loosen the hose clamp on the vacuum
supply hose and release it from the rotary union.
4. For tube lifters with pneumatic vacuum generation and a compressed air line, loosen the quickrelease coupling from the rotary union and detach the hose.
5. Secure the lift tube to prevent it from falling, then release the catches on the trolley connecting
bolts.
6. Loosen the trolley connecting bolts and slowly suspend the lift tube.

10.2Disposal
Only qualified specialist personal may prepare the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO for disposal.
Procedure:
1. Decommission the vacuum tube lifter JUMBO.
2. Detach the suction pad from the hose cylinder.
3. Loosen the hose clamps and remove the adhesive tape from the lift tube.
4. Unscrew the lift tube from the hose cylinder, do the same with the rotary union, and dispose of
the materials in the appropriate manner.
5. Detach the hose cylinder, valve pipe, operator handle, and suction pad and again dispose of the
respective materials in the appropriate manner.
6. Detach and dispose of the vacuum generator in accordance with the operating instructions
supplied separately.
For proper disposal, please contact a company specializing in the disposal of technical goods and
instruct it to observe the prevailing disposal and environmental regulations.
The manufacturer of the device will be happy to assist you in finding a suitable company.
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1 Operating Instructions for EVE-TR-(X) 60 – 140 AC3-F

VR

SA

A
KK
B

SD

GB

GD

Safety Regulations

Pipework:

Please comply with safety standard DIN EN 1012-2
for vacuum pumps.

EVE-TR 60: up to 2m - 1”; 2 up to 10m - 1 1/2”
EVE-TR-(X) 80+90: up to 2m - 1”; 2 up to 10m - 1 1/2”
EVE-TR-(X) 100: up to 2m - 1 1/2”; 2 up to 10m - 2”
EVE-TR-(X) 140: up to 2m - 1 1/2”; 2 up to 10m - 2”

Alterations to the side channel compressors may be effected only after agreement by the factory.

Application
The pumps are used for generating a vacuum.
Their characteristics apply up to a height of 800
m above sea level. Inlet air must be standard dry
atmospheric air. If humid air should be sucked in,
the pump must run 5 minutes before switching the
device off. This prevents corrosion within the pump.
Oil

The pumps are dry-running. The inlet air
should not include any oil mist.

Transport and storage
Store pump in a dry area. Prevent condensation
caused by vapour.
Lift and transport only by using the ring screws.

Installation
It is recommended to install the pumps with easy
access for maintenance.

With pipelines exceeding 2m in length we recommend the installation of non-return valves.
Keep connections free from oil, grease, water and
other contaminants.
• Remove end cap at SA. Do not connect to
pipeline yet.

Motor connection
• Connect the pump to the electricity supply observing all applicable safety regulations. Comply with
EN 60204 T1.
• Connect motor based on connecting diagram
(in terminal box) or ready-made plugs. This work
should be carried out by an experienced electrician only. Check for connecting voltage and
frequency.
• Install motor circuit-breaker with Main switch and
set to nominal motor current. (For data see motor
rating plate).
• On the optional motor (CSA/UL), the overtemperature is additionally monitored by thermal contacts.
These need to be connected to an external monitoring unit for evaluation.
Avoid switching of more than 10 times per hour.

optimal

improper

Clearance between compressors and adjacent
walls should be no less than 10 cm of free space in
order to ensure sufficient air flow for cooling.
Schmalz GmbH prior to installation under noise
insulation canopies, contact.
Ambient temperatures must not exceed 45°C.

Assembly
Ensure correct dimensions of and clean pipelines
(no weld spatter, chips or similar contamination).

Briefly start motor and check rotation
(arrow on casing). Exchange phases if
rotation is incorrect.

Commissioning
• Connect inlet line at SA.
• Option: Set vacuum control valve VR to operating
values (standard model without valve).

Maintenance
Maintain pump regularly to achieve the best operating results. Maintenance intervals will depend on
the pump´s use and ambient conditions.
• Before commencing maintenance,
remove mains plug from socket to avoid
unintentional restarting.

• Air compression will generate high temperatures at the compressors: Allow the
pump parts to cool before disassembly.
• The filter cartridges are inserted
behind the enclosure cover GD. In case
of high dust levels in the ambient air and
special operating conditions (e. g. multiple shift operation) we recommend a
weekly filter check (initially twice a week).
Blow out dirty filters from inside to outside using
compressed air.
Replace blocked, oily or greasy cartridges.
Additional filters are available for operation in very
dusty environment.
• Blow out dirt in cooling air channels
KK by compressed air.
The vanes are subject to wear due to abrasion from
the walls of the enclosure.
• Check vane width every 3000/7500
operating hours (EVE-TR/EVE-TR-X)
or annually.
Width of vanes, min:
EVE-TR 60: 26mm
EVE-TR-(X) 80: 26mm
EVE-TR 90: 31mm
EVE -TR-(X)100: 26mm
EVE-TR-(X) 140: 31mm
Remove housing cover GD and side cover SD
for this.
• On replacement blow out enclosure
by dry compressed air.
EVE-TR-(X) 60–90: The roller bearings are prelubricated for life and will not require maintenance.
• Replace the grease loss in the rolling bearing
(SD) due to disassembly - 2g 'Amblygon 15/2'
grease in total. Grease is to be found behind GB.
EVE-TR-(X) 100–140: Grease Roller bearings at
A and B after 2,000 hours of operation at both of
the grease nippels while the compressor is running
(EVE-TR-(X) 100: 5g and EVE-TR-(X) 140: 7g).
Use grease 'Amblygon 15/2' from the included
grease gun.
Replace by original roller bearings only.
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2 Ersatzteile / Spare parts / Pièces de rechange
EVE-TR 60/ 80/ 90
EVE-TR-X 80

192
191
190

188 189 182

172
165

53
52
210

195

185

196

31 15

28

171

197

58 57

186

42

47

184

18 41
50
45

282

11
24

148
150

288

9

178
132
173
121 129

142
62
146

161 174 170
149
130

85
293

127
67
61

98

64

134
125

68

126

6
97

110

163

131
75
104

71

24 29

37 16 41 45

72
105 103
65

83 76 77

176

81 79

91

175

93 95 94

73 110

20
19

27 26

42

EVE-TR 100/ 140
EVE-TR-X 100/ 140

174 171

53

165
52
193
192
190
42

174

26

58 57

241
131
15
47

30

50
17

11

24

131 132

142
146

173
149

125

62
61

98

6

97
67

68

131
241
245

71

24

98 97

250
247
244
250
247
16

125

72

122 123 161 163
97
41
45

79 103 104
65

110

174 98

85

64

73

178

9

342

75

68

177
176

126 121
20
19

26 25 28

8179
83 76 77

56

184

41
45
148

199

186

27

18

197

185

245

172

110

39

188 52 181

166

356

38

91

95 94

42 38 39
93

137
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Pos

Bestell-Nr.
Ident No.
No.Identification

V

1)

Description

Designation

Gehäuse
Kolben
יי
SCHIEBER
יי
SEITENDECKEL
SEITENDECKEL
LAGERDECKEL, A-SEITE
LAGERDECKEL, B-SEITE
DICHTUNG
DICHTUNGSSCHLAUCH
AUSGLEICHSCHEIBE
WELLENDICHTRING
WäLZLAGER
WäLZLAGER
SATZ DISTANZSCHEIBEN
SECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
Spannscheibe
Senkschraube
SECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
SECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
PASSKERBSTIFT
PASSFEDER
LATERNE
Unterlegscheibe
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
UNTERLEGSCHEIBE
WELLENENDSCHRAUBE
Filtergehäuse
DICHTUNG
STIFTSCHRAUBE
STIFTSCHRAUBE
SCHALLDäMPFERROHR
FILTERPATRONE
יי
ANPRESSFEDER
Filter-Deckel
Dichtung
Dichtung
FILTERTRäGER
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
UNTERLEGSCHEIBE
Spannhülse
DICHTUNG
FILTERPATRONE
יי
STIFTSCHRAUBE
SECHSKANTMUTTER
U-SCHEIBE
U-SCHEIBE
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
Deckel
DICHTUNG
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
U-SCHEIBE
HANDGRIFF
Kühler
DICHTUNG
Dichtung
Dichtung
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
STIFTSCHRAUBE
Deckel
ANSCHLUSS-STüCK
DICHTUNG
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
GUMMIPUFFER
U-SCHEIBE
ABDECKHAUBE
LUFTLEITRING
LüFTERHAUBE
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
SENKSCHRAUBE
FEDERSCHEIBE
GUMMIPUFFER
GEWINDESTIFT
RINGMUTTER
ZWISCHENFLANSCH
KABELTüLLE
ROHRNIETE
U-SCHEIBE
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
U-SCHEIBE
STIFTSCHRAUBE
U-SCHEIBE
SECHSKANTMUTTER
KUPPLUNGSHäLFTE (MOT)
KUPPLUNGSSCHEIBE
GebläseKuppl. Mit Vent.
LüFTERHAUBE, KOMPLETT
VAKUUMREGULIERVENTIL
DICHTRING
ABBLASEVENTIL

Pump body
Rotor
יי
CARBON VANES
יי
LID
LID
BEARING COVER
BEARING COVER
GASKET
SEAL
COMPENSATING DISC
SHAFT-SEALING RING
BALL BEARING
BALL BEARING
SET DISTANCE DISC
HEX HEAD SCREW
Clamping disc
Screw
HEX-HEAD SCREW
HEX-HEAD SCREW
STRAIGHT PIN
KEY
CONNECTION FLANGE
washer
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
WASHER
SHAFT END BOLD
filter housing
GASKET
STUD
STUD
SILENCER TUBE
FILTER CARTRIDGE
יי
LEAF SPRING
FILTER-COVER
Gasket
Gasket
Filter holder
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
WASHER
Locating Peg
GASKET
FILTER CARTRIDGE
יי
STUD
HEX.NUT
WASHER
WASHER
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
cover
GASKET
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
WASHER
HANDLE
COOLER
GASKET
GASKET
Gasket
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
STUD
Cover
CONNECTING PIECE
GASKET
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
RUBBER BUFFER
WASHER
COVERING HOOD
AIR GUIDE HOOD
VENTILATOR HOOD
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
Screw
SPRING DISC
RUBBER BUFFER
THREADED PIN
RING UNIT
FLANGES
RUBBER BUSHING
PIPE RIVET
WASHER
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
washer
STUD
WASHER
HEX.NUT
COUPLING
COUPLING DISC
Coupling with fan
VENTILATOR HOOD.
VACUUM REGUL. VALVE
SEALING RING
BLOW-OFF VALVE

Corp de Pompe
Piston
יי
PALETTE DE CHARBON
יי
COUVERCLE
COUVERCLE
COUVERCLE DE ROULEMENTE
COUVERCLE DE ROULEMENTE
JOINT
JOINT
DISQUE DE COMPENSATION
BAGUE D’ETANCHEITE P.L’AXE
ROULEMENT A BILLES
ROULEMENT A BILLES
JEU DISQUE DE TOLERANCE
VIS HEXAGONALE
Disque de Serrage
Vis
VIS HEXAGONALE
VIS HEXAGONALE
GOUPILLE CYLINDRIQUE
CLAVETTE
BRIDE DE RACCORDEMENT
Rondelle
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
RONDELLE
VIS BOUT D’ARBRE
Boite pour Filtre
JOINT
TOURILLON
TOURILLON
TUBE SILENCIEUX
CARTOUCHE FILTRANTE
יי
RESSORT-JAME
COUVERCLE DU FILTRE
Joint
JOINT
Support Filtre
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
RONDELLE
Douille de Etrage
JOINT
CARTOUCHE FILTRANTE
יי
PRISONNIER
ECROU A 6 PANS
RONDELLE
RONDELLE
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
Couvercle
JOINT
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
RONDELLE
POIGNEE
REFROIDISSEUR
JOINT
JOINT
Joint
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
PRISONNIER
Couvercle
PIECE RACCORD
JOINT
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
AMORTISSEUR EN CAOUTCHOUC
RONDELLE
CARTER
CAPOT DE CANALISAT. DE L’AIR
CARTER DE VENTILATEUR
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
vis à tête noyée
DISQUE DE RESSORT
AMORTISSEUR EN CAOUTCHOUC
GOUPILLE FILETEE
ECROU A ANNEAU
BRIDES
PROTECTION EN CAOUTCHOUC
RIVET TUBE
RONDELLE
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
Rondelle
PRISONNIER
RONDELLE
ECROU A 6 PANS
ACCOUPLEMENT
DISQUE D’ACCOUPLEMENT
Accoupl. avec Ventilateur
CARTER DE VENTILAT., COMPL.
SOUPAPE REGULAGE VIDE
JOINT
soupape d’échappement

Verschleissteilsatz

Set of wear parts

Kit de pieces d‘usure

E

EVE-TR 60

EVE-TR 80
EVE-TR-X 80

EVE-TR 90

6
9
9
11
11
15
16
18
19
20
24
26
27
28
29
31
37
38
39
41
42
45
47
50
52
53
57
58
61
62
64
65
67
68
68
71
73
75
76
77
79
81
83
85
91
91
93
94
95
97
98
103
104
105
106
110
121
125
126
127
129
130
131
132
134
142
146
148
149
150
161
163
165
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
178
182
184
185
186
188
189
190
191
192
195
196
197
210
282
288
293

000100 21600
020004 21100
VS 1
000801 21100
000701 21100
001100 21100
001000 21100
10.07.12.00025
10.07.12.00026
10.07.12.00027
10.07.12.00028
10.07.12.00029
10.07.12.00030
10.07.12.00031
945217 00000
016801 21100
949807 00000
945224 00000
945222 00000
948742 00000
947736 00000
053201 21105
950308 00000
945337 00000
949409 00000
945270 00000
040101 21100
025501 21100
946955 00000
951003 00000
964407 00000
10.03.01.00032

000100 21100
020004 21100
020000 50700
VS 1
10.03.01.00227
000801 21100
000701 21100
001100 21100
001000 21100
10.07.12.00025
10.07.12.00026
10.07.12.00027
10.07.12.00028
10.07.12.00029
10.07.12.00030
10.07.12.00031
945217 00000
016801 21100
949807 00000
945224 00000
945222 00000
948742 00000
947736 00000
053201 21105
950308 00000
945337 00000
949409 00000
945270 00000
040101 21100
025501 21100
946955 00000
951003 00000
964407 00000
10.03.01.00032
10.03.01.00231
009000 27000
040201 21100
10.07.12.00007
025516 21100
022802 21100
945320 00000
947504 00000
952019 00000
025514 21100
VS 1
10.03.01.00232
946965 00000
947105 00000
949450 00000
950304 00000
945322 00000
068801 21100
10.07.12.00008
945319 00000
950304 00000
921500 50000
560204 21100
025504 21100
025512 21100
025517 21100
945372 00000
945328 00000
945320 00000
946930 00000
005602 21100
016605 21100
025507 21100
945368 00000
741310 30000
950304 00000
918300 21100
920800 21100
960700 21100
945321 00000
945371 00000
945319 00000
949806 00000
951703 00000
741302 00000
945634 00000
951602 00000
014902 21105
951916 00000
948772 00000
947508 00000
945333 00000
950308 00000
951018 00000
947506 00000
947106 00000
902108 00000
10.07.12.00032
544501 21100
560700 21100
10.03.01.00153
948066 00000
10.07.12.00002

000103 21100
020004 21100
VS 1
000801 21100
000701 21100
001100 21100
001000 21100
10.07.12.00025
10.07.12.00026
10.07.12.00027
10.07.12.00028
10.07.12.00029
10.07.12.00030
10.07.12.00031
945217 00000
016801 21100
949807 00000
945224 00000
945222 00000
948742 00000
947736 00000
053201 21105
950308 00000
945337 00000
949409 00000
945270 00000
040102 21100
025501 21100
946955 00000
951003 00000
964407 00000
10.03.01.00032
009000 27000
040201 21100
10.07.12.00007
025516 21100
022802 21100
945320 00000
947504 00000
952019 00000
025514 21100
VS 1
946965 00000
947105 00000
949450 00000
950304 00000
945322 00000
068801 21100
10.07.12.00008
945319 00000
950304 00000
921500 50000
560204 21100
025504 21100
025512 21100
025517 21100
945372 00000
945328 00000
945320 00000
946930 00000
005602 21100
016605 21100
025507 21100
945368 00000
741310 30000
950304 00000
918300 21100
920800 21100
960700 21100
945321 00000
945371 00000
945319 00000
949806 00000
951703 00000
741302 00000
945634 00000
951602 00000
014902 21105
951916 00000
948772 00000
947508 00000
945333 00000
950308 00000
951018 00000
947506 00000
947106 00000
902108 00000
10.07.12.00032
544501 21100
560700 21100
736001 99624
948066 00000
10.07.12.00002

E
E
E
V
V
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
V
V
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
V
V
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

VS 1

EVE-TR 60
EVE-TR 80
EVE-TR 90

22.09.01.00031

22.09.01.00031

V

009000 27000
040201 21100
10.07.12.00007
025516 21100
022802 21100
945320 00000
947504 00000
952019 00000
025514 21100
VS 1
946965 00000
947105 00000
949450 00000
950304 00000
945322 00000
068801 21100
10.07.12.00008
945319 00000
950304 00000
921500 50000
560204 21100
025504 21100
025512 21100
025517 21100
945372 00000
945328 00000
945320 00000
946930 00000
005602 21100
016605 21100
025507 21100
945368 00000
741310 30000
950304 00000
918300 21100
920800 21100
960700 21100
945321 00000
945371 00000
945319 00000
949806 00000
951703 00000
741302 00000
945634 00000
951602 00000
014902 21105
951916 00000
948772 00000
947508 00000
945333 00000
950308 00000
951018 00000
947506 00000
947106 00000
902108 00000
10.07.12.00032
544501 21100
560700 21100
10.03.01.00153
948066 00000
10.07.12.00002

Beschreibung

(4x Pos.11 + 1x Pos.68 + 1x
Pos.91)

(4x Pos.11 + 1x Pos.68 + 1x
Pos.91)

(4x Pos.11 + 1x Pos.68 + 1x Pos.91)
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Pos

6
9
9
11
11
15
16
17
18
19
20
24
25
26
27
28
31
38
39
41
42
45
47
50
52
53
55
56
57
58
61
62
64
65
67
68
68
71
72
73
75
76
77
79
81
83
85
91
91
93
94
95
97
98
103
104
110
121
122
123
125
126
131
132
137
142
146
148
149
161
163
165
166
171
172
173
174
176
177
178
181
184
185
186
188
190
192
193
197
199
241
244
245
247
250
342
356
VS 2
VS 3

Bestell-Nr.
Ident No.
No.Identification

V 1)
E

Beschreibung

Description

Designation

PUMP BODY
Rotor
יי
CARBON VANES
יי
LID -LEFT
LID RIGHT
GASKET
BEARING COVER
BEARING COVER
GASKET
SEAL
COMPENSATING DISC
SHAFT-SEALING RING
BALL BEARING
BALL BEARING
SET DISTANCE DISC
Clamping disc
Screw
HEX-HEAD SCREW
HEX-HEAD SCREW
STRAIGHT PIN
KEY
CONNECTION FLANGE
washer
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
DISTANCE DISC
COUPLING WITH FAN
WASHER
SHAFT END BOLD
FILTER HOUSING
GASKET
STUD
STUD
SILENCER TUBE
FILTER CARTRIDGE (2)
יי
LEAF SPRING
BLIND RIVET
filter cover
Gasket
Gasket
Filter holder
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
WASHER
Locating Peg
GASKET
FILTER CARTRIDGE
יי
Stud
HEX.NUT
WASHER
WASHER
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
Dust separator cover
Gasket
HANDLE
COOLER
GASKET
Pressure connection box
GASKET
Gasket
SEALING RING
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
CONNECTING PIECE
GASKET
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
RUBBER BUFFER
COVERING HOOD
AIR GUIDE Hood
VENTILATOR HOOD
VENTILATOR HOOD
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
Screw
SPRING DISC
RUBBER BUFFER
THREADED PIN
RING SCREW
FLANGE
RUBBER BUSHING
PIPE RIVET
WASHER
SOCKET HEAD SCREW
STUD
WASHER
HEX.NUT
COUPLING
COUPLING DISC
OIL-PIPE
CONNECTING SCREW
HOLLOW HOLDING SCREW
SEALING RING
GREASE NIPPLE
VACUUM REGULATING VALVE
SILENCER WITH ABSORBER

CORP DE POMPE
Piston
יי
PALETTE DE CHARBON
יי
COUVERCLE A GAUCHE
COUVERCLE A DROITE
JOINT
COUVERCLE DE ROULEMENTE
COUVERCLE DE ROULEMENTE
JOINT
JOINT
DISQUE DE COMPENSATION
BAGUE D’ETANCHEITE P.L’AXE
ROULEMENT A BILLES
ROULEMENT A BILLES
JEU DISQUE DE TOLERANCE
Disque de Serrage
Vis
VIS HEXAGONALE
VIS HEXAGONALE
GOUPILLE CYLINDRIQUE
CLAVETTE
BRIDE DE RACCORDEMENT
Rondelle
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
DISQUE AJUSTAGE
ACCOUPL. AVEC VENTILATEUR
RONDELLE
VIS BOUT D’ARBRE
BOITE POUR FILTRE
JOINT
PRISONNIER
PRISONNIER
TUBE SILENCIEUX
CARTOUCHE FILTRANTE (2)
יי
RESSORT-JAME
RIVET AVEUGLIE
Couvercle de Filtre
Joint
JOINT
Support Filtre
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
RONDELLE
Douille de Etrage
JOINT
CARTOUCHE FILTRANTE
יי
Prisonnier
ECROU A 6 PANS
RONDELLE
RONDELLE
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
Couvercle
Joint
POIGNEE
REFROIDISSEUR
JOINT
Boitier de raccord
JOINT
Joint
JOINT
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
PIECE RACCORD
JOINT
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
AMORTISSEUR EN CAOUTCHOUC
CARTER
CAPOT DE CANALISAT. DE L’AIR
CARTER DE VENTILATEUR
CARTER DE VENTILATEUR
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
vis à tête noyée
DISQUE DE RESSORT
AMORTISSEUR EN CAOUTCHOUC
GOUPILLE FILETEE
PITON
BRIDE
PROTECTION EN CAOUTCHOUC
RIVET TUBE
RONDELLE
VIS HEXAGONALE INTERNE
PRISONNIER
RONDELLE
ECROU A 6 PANS
ACCOUPLEMENT
DISQUE D’ACCOUPLEMENT
TUYEAU DE GRAISSAGE
VIS DE RACCORD
VIS CREUSE DE FIXATION
JOINT
GRAISSEUR
SOUPAPE REGULAGE VIDE
SILENCIEUX AVEC AMORTISSEUR

Set of wear parts

Kit de pieces d‘usure

EVE-TR 100
EVE-TR-(X) 100

EVE-TR 140
EVE-TR-(X) 140

000101 21200
020005 21200
020001 50800
VS 2
10.03.01.00233
000803 21200
000701 21200
025512 21200
001100 21200
001000 21200
10.07.12.00033
10.07.12.00034
10.07.12.00035
10.07.12.00036
10.07.12.00037
10.07.12.00038
10.07.12.00031
016801 21100
949807 00000
945224 00000
945222 00000
948742 00000
947736 00000
053201 21305
950308 00000
945331 00000
011400 21200
544500 21200
949409 00000
945270 00000
040102 21300
025501 21300
951009 00000
951003 00000
964407 00000
10.03.01.00032
10.03.01.00235
009000 27000
948750 00000
040201 21300
10.07.12.00009
025516 21100
022802 21100
945320 00000
947504 00000
952019 00000
025514 21100
VS 2
10.03.01.00237
903800 70000
947105 00000
949450 00000
950304 00000
945321 00000
068801 21300
10.07.12.00010
921500 50000
560204 21300
025506 21300
066801 21300
025504 21300
025514 21300
948021 00000
945374 00000
945322 00000
016605 21300
025507 21300
945364 00000
741310 30000
918300 21300
920800 21300
960700 21300
960701 21300
945371 00000
945372 00000
949806 00000
951703 00000
741302 00000
945634 00000
948802 00000
014902 21305
951916 00000
948772 00000
947508 00000
945335 00000
951018 00000
947506 00000
947106 00000
902108 00000
10.07.12.00040
012200 21200
912300 00000
009400 19000
948074 00000
949002 00000
10.03.01.00153
10.07.12.00002

000101 21300
020004 21300
020001 50900
VS 3
10.03.01.00234
000801 21300
000701 21300
025512 21300
001101 21300
001001 21300
10.07.12.00041
10.07.12.00042
10.07.12.00043
10.07.12.00044
10.07.12.00045
10.07.12.00046
10.07.12.00031
016801 21300
949807 00000
945224 00000
945222 00000
948742 00000
947736 00000
053201 21305
950308 00000
945331 00000
–
544500 21300
949409 00000
945270 00000
040102 21300
025501 21300
951009 00000
951003 00000
964407 00000
10.03.01.00032
10.03.01.00236
009000 27000
948750 00000
040201 21300
10.07.12.00009
025516 21100
022802 21100
945320 00000
947504 00000
952019 00000
025514 21100
VS 3
10.03.01.00238
903800 70000
947105 00000
949450 00000
950304 00000
945321 00000
068801 21300
10.07.12.00010
921500 50000
560204 21300
025506 21300
066801 21300
025504 21300
025514 21300
948021 00000
945374 00000
945322 00000
016605 21300
025507 21300
945364 00000
741310 30000
918300 21300
920800 21300
960700 21300
960701 21300
945371 00000
945372 00000
949806 00000
951703 00000
741302 00000
945634 00000
948802 00000
014902 21305
951916 00000
948772 00000
947508 00000
945335 00000
951018 00000
947506 00000
947106 00000
902108 00000
10.07.12.00040
012200 21300
912300 00000
009400 19000
948074 00000
949002 00000
10.03.01.00153
10.07.12.00002

E
E
V
V
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
V
V
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
V
V
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

GEHäUSE
Kolben
יי
SCHIEBER
יי
SEITENDECKEL Links
SEITENDECKEL RECHTS
DICHTUNG
LAGERDECKEL
LAGERDECKEL
DICHTUNG
DICHTUNGSSCHLAUCH
AUSGLEICHSCHEIBE
WELLENDICHTRING
WäLZLAGER
WäLZLAGER
SATZ DISTANZSCHEIBEN
Spannscheibe
Senkschraube
SECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
SECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
PASSKERBSTIFT
PASSFEDER
Laterne
Unterlegscheibe
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
DISTANZSCHEIBE
KUPPL. Mit VENTILATor
UNTERLEGSCHEIBE
WELLENENDSCHRAUBE
FILTERGEHÄUSE
DICHTUNG
STIFTSCHRAUBE
STIFTSCHRAUBE
SCHALLDäMPFERROHR
FILTERPATRONE (2)
יי
ANPRESSFEDER
BLINDNIET
Filterdeckel
Dichtung
Dichtung
FILTERTRäGER
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
UNTERLEGSCHEIBE
Spannhülse
DICHTUNG
FILTERPATRONE
יי
Stiftschraube
SECHSKANTMUTTER
Unterlegscheibe
Unterlegscheibe
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
Staubabscheiderdeckel
Dichtung
HANDGRIFF
Kühler
DICHTUNG
Druckanschlusskasten
DICHTUNG
Dichtung
DICHTRING
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRaube
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
ANSCHLUSSleiste
DICHTUNG
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
GUMMIPUFFER
ABDECKHAUBE
LUFTLEITHaube
LüFTERHAUBE
LüFTERHAUBE
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
SENKSCHRAUBE
FEDERSCHEIBE
GUMMIPUFFER
GEWINDESTIFT
RINGSCHRAUBE
Zwischenflansch
KABELTüLLE
ROHRNIETE
UNTERLEGSCHEIBE
INNENSECHSKANTSCHRAUBE
STIFTSCHRAUBE
UNTERLEGSCHEIBE
SECHSKANTMUTTER
KUPPLUNGSHäLFTE (MOT)
KUPPLUNGSSCHEIBE
LEITUNG
ANSCHLUSSCHRAUBE
KUGELSTüCKSCHRAUBE
DICHTRING
TRICHTERSCHMIERNIPPEL
VakuumRegulierventil
ABBLASEVENTIL Mit SCHALLD.

EVE-TR 100
EVE-TR 140

22.09.01.00033
22.09.01.00035

V

Verschleissteilsatz

(4x Pos.11 + 2x Pos.68 + 1x Pos.91)

(4x Pos.11 + 2x Pos.68 + 1x Pos.91)

(4x Pos.11 + 2x Pos.68 + 1x Pos.91)

Proof of maintenance
Warranty claim for this machine only apply for performance of the mandatory maintenance works (by an
authorised specialist workshop)! After each completed performance of a maintenance interval the
1)
included form must be fill out, stamped, signed and send back to us immediately .
1) via e-mail to service@probst-handling.de / via fax or post

Operator:

_________________

Device type:

________________

Article -No.:

Device-No.:

____________

Year of make: _ _ _ _

_______________

First inspection after 25 operating hours
Date:

Maintenance work:

Inspection by company:

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

All 50 operating hours
Date:

Maintenance work:

Inspection by company:

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

Minimum 1x per year
Date:

Maintenance work:

Inspection by company:

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

Proof of maintenance
Warranty claim for this machine only apply for performance of the mandatory maintenance works (by an
authorised specialist workshop)! After each completed performance of a maintenance interval the
1)
included form must be fill out, stamped, signed and send back to us immediately .
1) via e-mail to service@probst-handling.de / via fax or post

Operator:

_________________

Device type:

________________

Article -No.:

Device-No.:

____________

Year of make: _ _ _ _

_______________

First inspection after 25 operating hours
Date:

Maintenance work:

Inspection by company:

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

All 50 operating hours
Date:

Maintenance work:

Inspection by company:

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

Minimum 1x per year
Date:

Maintenance work:

Inspection by company:

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

Proof of maintenance
Warranty claim for this machine only apply for performance of the mandatory maintenance works (by an
authorised specialist workshop)! After each completed performance of a maintenance interval the
1)
included form must be fill out, stamped, signed and send back to us immediately .
1) via e-mail to service@probst-handling.de / via fax or post

Operator:

_________________

Device type:

________________

Article -No.:

Device-No.:

____________

Year of make: _ _ _ _

_______________

First inspection after 25 operating hours
Date:

Maintenance work:

Inspection by company:

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

All 50 operating hours
Date:

Maintenance work:

Inspection by company:

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

Minimum 1x per year
Date:

Maintenance work:

Inspection by company:

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

Company stamp
………………………………………………………………
Name
Signature

